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Since then several other volumes deqling suffering? 
with the cruelties of "factory farming," BABY CALVES One reason for this is that humanitari-
or "intensive husbandry," have appeared, The second phase of factory farming ans know little or nothing about veal pro-
roost recently Anhna.l Ube.Jta;t-lon., by Peter that perhaps has come in for most criti- duction and marketing, and hence do not 
Singer. They have been reviewed by gener- cism is veal production. Peter Singer, in demand that their humane societies do
ally sympathetic persons. But, as we his book Anhnal. Ube.Jtation., says: "06 all something. Even most society officers and 
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Fig. l. These calves are well along 
in the feeding period, as indicated by 
their size and the degree of "finish" 
around the tail and on the flanks. The 
animal is held nearly immobile by a 
chain around the neck attached to the 
front of the stall and by the small size 
of the stall, and the feces and urine 
are directed by the sloping concrete 
floor under the slatted wood floor to 
the trough at the rear; facilitating re­
moval. 
It is not that the American people are 
entirely indifferent to what happens to 
the,'animals that win<l up on their dinner 
tables. When they were first alerted to 
the-cruelties involved in slaughterhouses, 
thet created such a fuss that Congress re­
sponded with the 1958 federal humane 
slaughter act. That act in itself shows 
what the problem really is: failure to 
competently analyze what is going on and 
to develop practical ways of eliminating 
the most undesirab.le features. The 1958 
slaughter act was and is deficient in a 
number of very important respects. Some 
of the most important deficiencies would 
tions in the production of food animals is 
strikingly illustrated by the fact that 
even those elements of the humane movement 
who have been exploiting the killing of 
baby seals almost to the exclusion of oth­
er far greater sources of animal suffer­
ing, have overlooked the sentimental value 
for their fund-raising publicity of the 
baby calf. . This enticinrqly tenger animaJ". 
hb.s large, lim]?i.d 1:y22; :..'t�0 rlval:''t:hose: of!· 
the baby seal, and a plaintful bawl which 
should touch the heart of any mother, bo­
vine or human. 
In fact, there are few· animals more ap­
pealing than a baby calf {puppies and kit­
tens, of course, must head the list). 
What with the migration of farm population 
to the cities in recent decades, few mem­
bers of the younger generation pave ever 
had their thumbs sucked by a baby calf, or 
held a pail while the calf drinks, and 
then comically bangs the pail about with 
its head when the milk is gone. Yes, for 
real sentimental appeal, a calf can hold 
its own with almost any animal. 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF CALVES 
There are different kinds of calves: 
beef and dairy, heifer and bull. 
Calves of the beef breeds are used al­
most solely for meat production. A bull 
calf is as desirable for this purpose as a 
heifer calf, since it is painfully cas-' 
trated and becomes a steer. Research has 
shown that an uncastrated calf, if market­
ed before 18 months of age, turns into a 
beef animal as good as or better than a 
castrated 'one, and that the rate of gain 
and feeding efficiency are better than for 
steers. To turn the beef industry away 
from castration of millions of beef calves 
would eliminate a vast amoui1t of suffer­
ing; but that is a subject for another ar­
ticle. 
VEAL CALVES 
The bull calf on the ordina� dairy 
farm is of no value except for veal, and 
is worth only a few dollars. The mother's 
milk, on the other hand, .is valuable for 
human consumption, and will bring more 
dollars than the increase. in weight cf the 
milk-fed calf is worth. In the good old 
days so -;, d_�r . to t� J4ea:r;:t,§. ,.Q;f .;.c;__dJ;.;i.G-��o f. 
.fcf,:-ct-o.Ly Ecirhtbj ..g:1 --.- w�itH'i- a Ea_r.m was a -:fcfrln 
and not an assewbly plant, the value of 
bull calves was even less. At calving 
time the farmer might ride out to the pas­
ture to see what the night had brought. A 
heifer calf was welcomed with open arms, 
taken to the barn and placed in a pen with 
its mother. But the newborn bull calf was 
like as not knocked in the head with a 
ball-point hammer carried in a loop on the 
saddle, and left for the vultures and fer­
tilizer; or, if the farm had its comple­
ment of hogs, the dead calf was thrown 
over· the saddle and taken to the hog pen 
to provide protein for the swine. The 
calf hide sometimes provided a useful 
product in addition, if the farm boy want­
ed to take the trouble to skin it. Better 
than wasting the better part of a day tak� 
ing the live bull calf to a market in 
town. Obviously, even in the good old 
days the birth of a bull calf on a dairy 
{See CALVES, page 2, column 1) 
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1 be eliminated by passage of a bill, 
Some aspects of beef cattle feeding may 
be ;onsidered to be factory farming, but 
the latter term has been used more to des­
ignate the finishing of young calves for 
veal. Veal calves are nearly all of the 
dairy breeds. The heifer calves are saved 
for milk production, so practically all of 
the vealers are bull calves; only a very 
small percentage of the bull calves born 
on dairy farms is needed for future sires, 
and these usually are carefully-selected 
animals of good breeding likely to sire 
better milk producers, and come from farms 
that specialize in production of well-bred 
bulls for that purpose. 
Cll :> •nA:: (I) H (I) .0:: 
H.R. 1464, written by our sister society, 
the National Association for Humane Legis-
1 lation, and sponsored by Congressman 
� George E .. Brown, Jr. , of California. This 
( bill is now reposing in the Livestock and 
i Grains Subcommittee of·the House Committee 
l
l 
on Agriculture, in Washington. Have you
written to your own US Representative; to
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farm was nothing for anyone, including the 
calf, to celebrate. Sex discrimination 
against females in reverse! 
In most recent years the shipment of 
calves by air to European countries where 
they are fed out and slaughtered for veal; 
and the increase in numbers of specialized 
calf feeders in this country, has increas­
ed the market value of _these calves. So, 
the farmer is likely to keep the calf for 
a few days during which the mother's milk, 
which is called colostrum, is available 
for the critical period after birth. This 
milk is not suitable for human consump­
tion, so the farmer does not lose anything 
by permitting the calf to nurse. 
As soon as the mother's milk is edible 
(about five days after birth of the calf), 
the calf usually is taken away from its 
mother and sold at a local auction, or di­
rectly to a calf feeder, butcher or pack­
ing plant. Or, it may be kept on the farm 
_and fed skim milk and calf feed for a few 
weeks, then slaughtered for home consump­
tion or sold to some nearby butcher, live­
stock dealer or meat packer. In some 
cases it may be put out to pasture as soon 
as it can eat grass, to be sold after 
varying lengths of time and at varying 
weights. These grass-fed calves are used 
for veal, but do not have the weight or 
degree of finish (fat and conformation) 
which brings the highest market prices. 
Putting on this weight and finish is the 
function of the specialized calf-feeding 
operation. 
But the farmer is a dairyman, not a 
meat producer, so usually when the calf is 
a few days to a week old it is thrown into 
a gunnysack and slung in the trunk of a 
car, or tied in the back of a pickup 
truck, and taken to a nearby livestock 
auction, local butcher or livestock deal­
er . .-
Data on numbers and weights of calves 
markete_d are very deficient, so it is im­
possible to determine accurately how many 
of the calves marketed by dairymen fall 
into these different categories. Using 
-�tha.r(l¼lUable data,. oi;:i.e-. .o,f our-d...�'lectors, 
Arthur Brainerd, has solved some"simulta­
neous equations which we are unfamiliar 
with, and has come up with an estimate of 
roughly three million calves used for 
veal, of which perhaps two million go 
th'.1'.'0'l;lgb a calf-feeding operation and one 
million··_-.are:slaughtered·· shortly after 
birth. .What· is described .-·in this article 
applies· to the approximately two millio_n 
animals, still quite a respectable number! 
CALF MARKETING 
The marketing and transportation of the 
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Fig. 2. Photo to the left above 
shows a modern calf barn at a calf-feed­
ing station near Petaluma, California. 
This barn has four double rows of indi­
vidual cal f stalls, with 20 stal l s  on 
each side of the aisle. At the end of 
each aisle is a doubl e window, each pane 
of which measures three feet by three 
feet (photo to the right above). Since 
these are sliding windows, onl y nine 
square feet of window coul d be open for 
ventilation. At the other end of each 
aisle, in the wall, are two fans which 
distribute air from outside (photo lower 
right). Barns on other farms may have · 
no windows, depending on doorways, arti­
ficial lighting and fans for light and 
ventil ation. 
young calves from dairy farms to slaugh­
terers, exporters or calf feeders involve 
some of the most revolting conditions for 
animals to be found anywhere. The way 
station for this traffic frequently is the 
local livestock auction. These auctions 
are held by the thousands in rural areas. 
Th)ry handl$:. all� k:yids of animals, in addh 
tfon to calves, including horses destined 
for horse abattoirs (an article dealing 
with these horse abattoirs, based on a re­
cent visit by our field investigator, 
Steve Goodman, will appear in an early is­
sue of these reports). 
The auctions really are not a part of 
factory farming, but do facilitate the 
calf-feeding operations, although some of 
the calves used in the latter are purchas­
ed direct from farmers. The commercial 
calf feeders also sometimes have their own 
trucks for transporting the calves after 
purchase, since it is in their own inter­
est that the calves arrive in good condi­
tion. The same trucks .are used to haul 
the finished veal calves tomarket. 
The local livestock auctions, and the 
transportation of animals to and from 
them, will be the subject of an intensive 
field investigation by -Humane Information 
Services as soon as time and funds permit. 
Although we already know about these con­
ditions in general, what is lacking is any 
study of what might be done to improve 
them. A few local humane societies more 
or less regularly inspect the nearby auc­
tions, but it is difficult. for their cru­
elty investigators to pin down.specific 
acts of cruelty that will stand up in 
court, or to suggest what should be done. 
CALF PROCUREMENT BY FEEDERS 
The calf feeders aim to buy bull dairy 
calves, preferably of the holstein breed, 
weighing bel:ween 90 and 110 pounds. The 
calves are about three days.to a week old. 
when purchased. ·They should have no obvi­
ous deformities or disease (evidenced by 
du11; cloudy eyes, a wet navel, and signs 
of scours--diarrhea). The calves fre­
quently are dusted with lice powder imme"'" 
diately after arrival and at intervals, 
since lice reduce the growth rate. The 
smaller calves in poor condition are more 
likely to be bought by local butchers or 
individuals living in the country who 
sl�ughter them for a home meat supply. 
MARKETING FINISHED CALVES 
The calves are fed for about 15 or 16 
should be "well finished," with fat on 
both sides of the tail and on the flanks 
(see Fig. 1). 
The finished calves are sold to nearby 
meat packers, local butchers, or to super­
markets and restaurants which have them 
custom slaughtered and dressed. The 
"high-,grade ," pale and tender veal proti--&c·-- -
ed generally sells for good prices, being 
in demand by gourmet diners in expensive 
restaurants. 
TYPE OF OPERATION 
Calf feeding usually is conducted on 
small specialized "farms" near a city or 
town, not on large general or dairy farms. 
It is generally a family operation, like 
the contract "farms" growing pullets and 
producing eggs described in Re.po/Lt No. 41. 
The farmer may have a job in town, depend­
ing on his family for much of the labor. 
I.f proper management practices are follow­
ed, it may make a very profitable family 
business. The gross profit before inter­
est on the investment and depreciation may 
run about $60 per calf. With 600 calves 
marketed iri a year, that comes to about 
$36,000 annually, ·not bad for a rural fam­
ily with an investment of perhaps $30,000 
for buildings and equipment. 
In recent years there has been a strong 
tendency in calf feeding, as in poultry 
and egg production, for what may be termed 
"franchise" operators to enter the busi­
ness. The·calf feeder follows the care­
fully-worked-out plans of the franchiser 
in setting up the physical facilities,'' 
management, purchase of the franchiser's 
specially mixed feeds, feeding practices, 
and the procurement and marketing of 
calves. The farmer furnishes the land and 
buildings, buys the equipment from sources 
suggested by the franchiser, and provides 
the labor .. The franchiser provides the 
"know-how," continuous consultation with 
and advice for the farmer, and a special­
ized marketing service designed to get the 
most out of the finished calves. The re­
sult seems to be advantageous to both the 
franchiser and the farmer. Other feeders 
provide these services themselves, buying 
the feed from.local feed suppliers who mix 
it in their own facility or handle the 
brands of national feed manufacturers like 
Purina .. 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
Almost any kind of clean, draft-free 
building is suitable for use as the barn 
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accommodate 50 , 100 , 250  or  mo.re calves , 
usually arranged in sections holding 4 0  or  
50 calves in two rows _each containing 2 0  
o r  25  calves i n  separate stalls  ( see Fig . 
1 ) . One of  the more modern barns , shown 
in Fig . 2 ,  is 100 fee t  long and 50 feet 
wide . 
Light and ventilation in the barns vary 
from rudimentary to fair . It i s  impor­
tant , in maintaining the health of  the 
calves , to avoid drafts or extremes of  
temperature .  The ob j ec tive is  to keep the 
temperature in winter within a range o f  
55-7 5 degrees , requiring artificial heat 
in most  locations . In summer the use of 
fans (Fig . 2 ,  photo lower right) helps to 
keep the temperature at a not too intoler­
able level . Air conditioning is rarely if 
ever"' installed . 
The critic s of calf- feeding operations 
in England and Europe have made a major 
point of  the "dark dungeons " in which the 
calves are kept . Many calf barns in this 
country also are lighted only during the 
brief periods when the calves are fed and 
the stall s  cleaned . Others we have seen 
in this  country hardly merit thi s  descrip­
tion . The purpose  of keeping the barns 
with little light is not ,  as many suppose , 
to make the calves anemic and hence to 
produce a pale , tender veal . That is  ac­
complished in o ther ways . Operators  find 
that the calves are quieter , eat more , and 
make better gains , if kept in subdued 
light or darknes s  for most. of the time , 
but in the operations we have observed 
they make no effort to keep the animals in 
absolute darkness . Outs ide doors may be 
left open as they go about their daily 
chores , and some of the barns have windows 
( see Fig . 2 ,  photo upper right ) . 
CALF STALLS 
The ind ividual stalls  in which the 
calves are kept , from the time . they arrive 
at the barn about a week old to the time 
they are marketed at 15 to 17 weeks of 
age , are made of rough lumber , preferably 
hardwood (Fig . 3 ,  photo upper left) . Even 
stalls used in Cal ifornia may be made in 
wi"s"consin of native hardwood . The reaso'n 
for this is  that in order to produce the 
pale , soft veal which is in greatest de­
mand by restaurants and the "quality "  meat 
trade , the calves must be deliberately 
made anemic . They are fed a diet defi­
cient in iron (but not entirely so , or 
they would die )  and hence must be kept 
from eating roughage . The calves crave 
roughage so much that they would gnaw the 
heavy boards composing the stalls  if hard­
wood were not used . The notches in the 
upper board at the front end of a stal l 
shown in Fig . 3 (photo upper right ) are 
evidence of attempts by a calf to bite the 
wood to satisfy this craving for roughage . 
No straw bedding is  used , and no hay is  
fed . The absence of roughage also helps 
to keep the calf  suffic iently hungry to 
consume maximum amounts of the concentrat­
ed l iquid food which produces the most 
rapid gains in weight and fat . 
The stalls on the two Cal ifornia calf­
feeding " farms " we inspected were . approxi­
mately two feet wide , 3½ feet high , and 4½ 
feet long . In some barns they are as nar­
row as 22 inches . These dimensions are 
j ust sufficient for the calf to stand , but 
insufficient for any movement or to permit 
getting up and lying down without great 
difficulty . The floors of the stalls are 
of wood slats , .about a foot above the 
sloping concrete floor ( see Fig . 3 ,  photo 
lower right ) . 
Not only is the calf extremely l imited 
in movement while on its feet ; it can l ie 
down only with much difficulty . To do so 
it must lie on its own feet and legs , 
which cannot spread out in nonnal fashion . 
The slatted floors ar.e supposed to permit 
feces and urine to pass through to the 
concrete floor below , and hence to the 
drainage trough in which it pas ses from 
the barn . But the feces  are watery , and 
splatter forward of the hind legs . The 
slatted wood floors , therefore , are wet 
and slippery ( see Fig . 1 ) . Once the c alf  
is down , having no lateral movement , it is  
able to regain its  feet only by bracing 
them against the wall o f  the stall , or the 
edges of the slats . Many attempts may be 
describes the resulting confusion as fol­
lows : " I;t Wal.) a .6 oMy .oJ..gh;t to .6 e.e.,  mu.­
ma£./.) :t!i.ying to we., .6uppin.g and oallin.g 
a.gain in thw e.660¼ to ge.;t up , je.11-lun.g 
the chain .,{,n.to the neck by the nonce. o o  
the -6 cilt6 • U.o ua.te.y .6 e. v e.11-cit a:tte.mp:to we.11-e. 
n.ece.M M!f be.none. the. ca.lo could g e.;t  on ill 
6e_e;t.. It Mi a no-Ui y a{:JoJ.Jt, wJ..th the. Calf) 
c.lun.lung !Le.pe.o.;t_e.clf_y againJ.,t the. wa1h, an.d 
6,e.oon will .lt6 le.g.6 and body . " Not exact­
ly a "romper room" for the calve s ! 
SAN I TAT I ON 
Every practicable effort is  made to 
keep the calves healthy . Antibiotics are 
inc luded in the daily feed rations . The 
feed buckets and mixers are c leaned and 
disinfected after each feeding . The 
calves are individually observed every 
day , individual records  are kept , and the 
feed ration is ad justed according to the 
individual calf ' s  condition . Controls ad­
j ust the ventilation and heat . After the 
finished calves are shipped out , the empty 
stalls ar.e c leaned thoroughly with steam 
and bleach . But despite these precautions 
there is a heavy mortality , which the 
farmer is able to. stand because the start­
er c alves are cheap and the finished veal 
sells for a high price . 
F E ED I N G 
The feeds used are scienti fically for­
mulated , mixed and bagged by the manufac­
turer , and used according to feeding 
schedule s furnished by the latter ( Fig . 4 ,  
upper photo ) . Non-contract calf feeders 
use other brands of calf feed , or buy feed 
mixed locally . The basic ingredient of 
the feed is  dried skim milk . 
Mixing of the feed and water usually i s  
done in spec ially-made mixers which are 
portable ,  being wheeled along the aisle 
past the calf stalls , the buckets being 
filled from a spigot at the bottom of . the 
mixer (Fig . 4 ,  lower photo ) . 
The dry feed is mixed with hot water , 
with the temperature of the semi-liquid 
food when it reaches the calf being about 
100 degrees . The mixture is designed to 
be as palatable and nutritious as pos s i­
ble , to encourage maximum intake of feed 
and henc e . the fastest pos'sibie gain in 
weight . The absence of · other water and 
food , the immobility of the calves , and 
the presumed boredom of  their lives , makes 
this almost a case of  " forced feeding . "  
As a result of the combination of c are­
ful calf selection , attention to health of 
the animals ,  careful feeding practices , 
and the use of  a highly nutritious feed , 
Fi g. 3 .  Cal f sta l l s  are constructed 
of heavy l umber , __ with a fixed front 
stanchion for the ca l f 1 s head when feed­
ing (photo to the l eft above ). The 
curved boards in front are buil t to hol d 
the gal vanized or pl astic pail s of l i ­
quid feed. Notches in the board at the 
front end of a calf  stal l (photo to the 
right above ) are evidence of a cal f ' s  
attempt to obtain some soli d food. Al l 
roughage is  denied the cal ves i n  OY'der 
to produce white veal and avoid throwing 
the cal ves off feed. There i s  not even 
a ny straw on the fl oor . Photo at l ower 
ri ght shows the sl atted wood fl oor , 
abou t a foot above the concrete fl oor . 
The three- foot cha in  wh ich prevents the ­
anima l from tu rning around , and from 
bac ki ng ou t of the stall , a l so i s  shown . 
the calves  make remarkable gains in weight 
and finish during the approximately 15  
weeks they are kept . At one farm we vis­
ited the calves  gained one pound of  weight 
for every 1 . 7  pounds of feed consumed . 
This is  a remarkable gain , not encountered 
in any other type of livestock operation 
known to us . 
HUMAN E OR  I N HUMAN E? 
The descriptions of calf feeding con­
tained in the books on " factory farming " 
make of  this whole proce ss  a chamber of 
horrors . As Peter Singer puts it : 
" Ccitvu ke.pt in. thu.i mann.e.11- Me. unhappy 
and unhe.cit.thy anhnru . "  The princ ipal 
conditions to which this end result is at­
tributed are : ( 1 )  close confinement of 
the calves  in semi-darkness : ( 2 )  the 
" forced feeding" of the calves on ra·tions 
des igne? to make them anemic . 
OBJ ECT I ON S  TO CON F I N EMENT 
Singer finds support for the first of  
these reasons in  the report of the commit­
tee set up by the British Ministry of Ag­
riculture in 1964 , the Brambell committee , 
to evaluate factory farming methods . An 
appendix to that report written by W .  H .  
Thorpe , Director of  the Department of Ani­
mal Behavior at Cambridge Univers ity , 
says : "Wh,,i.v.,t ac.c.epling -t.he need 0011.. muc.h 
11..uW,c;tfo n, we mU-6.t ciJw.w .the lin.e a.:t con.­
cllt.[onJ., wh-foh c.omp,le.tel..y .6uppll..e/2.6 -all on 
ne.my all the n.atww1- ,  )_nJ.,;tlncilve. U/1.g e.6 
and behavioll.. pa:tte.11-M c.halc£lde.Jr.Mlic o & 
-t.he. hvtgh de.911..ee o &  J.i o c.A..ai.  011..gan.izCLtlon. iv., 
,6oun.d in .the. ance.o:t:.tr.a..l W-Ud .6 pe.c.1e.o and 
wluch hav e. be.en u.t:te.e, ,l-6 at a.le., bned 
out in the. pl!.O c.u.6 o o domu :Uc.mo n. .  In 
pa.JC(j_c.uia.Jr.. a Mi c.le.CVLly cJu.Lei. .6 o to ne.-
1.i:t.Ji.aJ.n an anhncil 0011.. a la.Jr..ge. paM:. o -6  Lt6 
li&e .that a c.an.not w., e,  any o &  iv.. no!r.mcil 
lo c.omota.ny be.havion pa:tteJr.nJ., . ,r 
Accepting this view , Singer says , the 
Brambell  committee enunciated the fol low­
ing modes t ,  but fundamental , princ iple to 
govern the degree to which ar. animal may 
be confined : " • • • we cli..6 app!Love o o  a de­
gnee. o n  c.onMne.me.n.t o &  an arwnal wluc.h 
n.ec.eo'->M«.!f ntr.Mbr.a.teo mo.6 -t. 61J :the. majofL 
acuv,U:,,[e.o wluch make. uy.:, .lt6 na..:twr..a.e b e.­
hav-<.otr. • • •  11 This  seems to be the principal ·  
foundation for the c ritic s ' dehunciation 
of calf feeding . 
If  humanitarians and humane societies , 
much les s  legislators and the general pub­
lic , were to accept thi s  view as applied · 
to food animals ,  to be ·consistent they 
would have to eliminate most of the 
( See CALVES , page 4 ,  column 1 )  
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restrictions which make the. lives of hu­
mans, dogs and many other animals so dif­
ferent than they were in "prehistoric" 
times or even a hundred years ago. All of  
us, people and domesticated animals, nec­
essarily live under restrictions which 
have changed our existence drastically. 
Is the pet dog "unhappy and unhealthy" be:.. 
cause it is spayed or neutered, confined 
to the house, yard or leash, and limited 
to food other than freshly-killed animals? 
This doctrine , it seems to us, is not even 
anthropomorphism. Certainly it does not 
constitute the kind of argument against 
factory farming which will find sufficient 
favor with the public to induce remedial 
action . 
We can, however, agree wholeheartedly 
with the greatly modified final conclusion 
. of the Brambell committee that "An. anhnai. 
-6hou1.d a:t te.M :t have. -6u6o,lue..n.:t 61te..e..dom 0 6  
move..me..n.:t to be..  able.. w.lthout cll6 6icut:ty to 
twrn aJtoun.d, gJtoom J.:a e,,f,_6 ,  g et  up , Ue.. 
down. an.d 1.d11.e.:tch W timb-6 . "  These essen­
tials are not provided in . commercial calf­
feeding operations. 
At the same time, we must point out 
that some of the most inhumane conditions 
for food animals are encountered "under 
natural cond.:l.tions" on the open range, 
where calves have freedom of movement but 
are subjected to bitter cold, oppressive 
heat, dust storms, blizzards, lack of  food 
which sometimes results in a slow death by 
starvation, and an assortment of other 
trials, most of  which may have been part 
of the life of our domesticated animals ' 
prehistoric existence. The dairy cows 
confined in a warm barn may be worse off 
because of inability to satisfy their in­
stinctual cravings for free movement, but 
one rarely encounters a more peaceful and 
happy scene than a barn full of cows chew­
ing their cuds and awaiting the ministra­
tions of the mechanical milking machine. 
The emotional charge that .the calf now 
must " live its entire life chained in 
darkness" also may not be as serious as it 
at first appears . Consider the spring 
calf  in the good old days, out in the pas­
ture , beset by chill winds, rain , snow or 
sleet. He might envy his brother confined 
in the even temperature and humidity of 
the calf�feeding barn , with a plentiful 
supply o f  good food . The calf is not an 
animal likely to be affected much by the 
beauty of  his surroundings as extolled by 
iu.ral poets . And compared with the unfin­
ished calves sold for veal a short time 
after birth, and killed inhumanely in the 
back room of some local butcher, the as­
sembly-l ine-raised calf might indeed feel 
better o ff .  
One thing to be avoided in trying to 
make veal production more humane than un­
der th� present system, is casting the 
poor calves from the frying pan into the 
fire . That would be the result of any at­
tempt to go back to the formerly existing 
system for disposing of bull calves of the 
dairy breeds. On a few dairy farms calves 
then were fed out under conditions better 
than those prevailing in the present spe­
cialized units, but generally speaking the 
bull dairy cal f has always been in a pos i­
tion analogous to that of  surplus puppies 
and kittens : unplanned, unwanted and to 
be gotten rid of · in the easiest and quick-_ 
est way possible . 
POS S I BLE I MP ROVEMENTS  
The tnost humane arrangement for calf 
feeding probably would be to house the 
calves in pens holding, say, 20 animals , 
with feeding arrangements similar to those 
now used . The floors could be slatted to 
facilitate removal of feces and urine ; 
this would be an impossibly expensive . task 
otherwise . The calves could move about, 
get up and lie down, and be in touch with 
others of their kind . They could be fed a 
little hay, or eat some of  the straw bed_; 
ding if it were provided. This would sat­
isfy the craving for roughage . This is 
the general direction in which the feeding 
of older · cattle seems to be headed : to­
ward smaller, more confined housing for 
the cattle on feed, but still permitting 
them to move around some . 
There are three principal obj ections to 
such a system for calves : (1) the invest-
Fi g. 4. At contract farms the only 
feeds used are especial ly-formulated mix­
tures which include medications and dried 
skim mil k. The feed is mixed in speci al­
l y-made portable mixers in which the re­
sul ting semi�l iqu id is rolled directly to 
the calf 1 s stall. 
what larger ; (2) the gain in weight per 
pound. of feed· would be somewhat less ; ( 3) 
the veal produced would be less pale, al­
though not as much so as might be claimed. 
ANEM I C  CALVES  AND WH I TE VEAL 
The "quality" of the veal, as inter­
preted by many housewives as well as by 
meat�market managers, meat packers and 
meat graders , was "improved " by th� elimi­
nation of roughage. The resulting bright, 
light color is confused by many consumers 
with the co lor of  the milk with which 
milk-fed calves are supposed to be fed. 
Actually, it is not the transposition of 
the white color from milk to the flesh of 
the calf that makes it "white veal," but 
ihe absence of coloring materials in the 
feed. so the color of  the flesh is no 
more an indication of its quality than the 
amount of  yellow color in an egg yolk is a 
measure of  its quality. 
It has been suggested that the solution 
of this problem is to " educate" consumers 
and marketers about the factors affecting 
veal quality, so as to at least eliminate 
the misguided belief that pale veal is su­
perior. Humane Information Services has 
never put much faith in such consumer cam­
paigns, either for or against particular 
kinds of  products . It costs too much to 
affect appre.ciably the market demand for 
any product. 
It might be possible to start an effec­
tive educational program for consumers and 
veal marketers , tying it up with merchan­
dising programs for spec ific veal market­
ers designed to obtain for them higher 
prices for humanely-produced veal . If a 
few individual programs of this kind were 
suc9essful, others could be counted on to 
follow. 
But is the unsatisfied craving for 
roughage a seriously inhumane condition? 
Arter all, millions o f  humans deny them­
selves food or drink for which they have a 
craving , in order to hold down weight , 
comply with doctors ' orders because of  
some disease, or to stay sober . Yet , many 
of them manage to live a happy life . 
L I VESTOC K AUCT I ON S  
Imorovement o f  the l ivestock ;:iu�tions . 
calves sold at the auctions, are the 
points in veal production that deserve 
first and most critical attention . When 
justice is done by correcting these condi­
tions, not only calves will be affected. 
Horses and other animals also will be ben­
efited. 
Detailed studies of  these conditions 
must precede their improvement. Humane 
Information Services has such a study def­
initely on its agenda . All we need is 
more manpower and funds for field investi­
gations . 
VEAL CALF S LAUGHTER 
A substantially larger proportion of  
veal calves than of  most other livestock 
is slaughtered in small establishments 
that have never even heard of humane 
slaughter laws which apply in plants oper­
ated by the larger firms that sell meat to 
federal government agencies. From 1971 to 
1976, federally-inspected commercial pro­
duction of veal was up 57 percent, whereas 
other commercial production rose 76 per­
cent, indicating that the proportion 
slaughtered. without the necessity for con­
forming with humane slaughter standards is 
increasing. On the average, slaughter of 
veal calves is accompanied by more suffer-
· ing than for most other food animals. 
This inhumane condition will be greatly 
improved by passage of H . R. 1464 , the hu­
mane slaughter .bill now before Congress . 
It would extend the provisions of the 
present humane slaughter act to many more 
slaughtering establishments having federal 
or state meat inspection, and permit ef­
fective enforcement. 
N ITROGEN - iROM PAGE 6 ----
own fiel d investigator. We have accumu­
lated a number of descriptions of condi­
tions observed in the cabinets while in 
use , by both lay persons and veterinari­
ans. But we have space to quote only one 
of them, by Ms. Phyllis Wright, of the Hu­
mane Society of the United States, an ex­
perienced observer of the sequence of 
events in euthanasia : 
" I  have. on.ty obu.11.ve.d on.e. m:t:Jtoge.n. 
c.hamb ef1. ,ln. U-6 e.,  and ;tha;t Wa.6 bi M,,lcJ-u:g a.re-� 
The.. .:two dog-6 We/1.e. un.coMuow.i in. appltoxi- · 
ma:te.ly 6 0 -6 e.co n.d-6 , a.n.d aUhoug h :theJte. Wa.6 
-0 ome.. voca.Uzin.g , I kn.ow :tha:t :the. dog-6 clld 
n.ot 6 e.e.l an.y -6:t:JteM 011. app1te.he.J11.1.1ion. . How­
e.v e..Jt, in. o b.o e.Jtv,i ng -6 e.ve.n c.a;tJ.i .:the..Jte. Wa.6 a 
.tune.. tap-6 e. o 6 ab ou.-t ;two mi..n.u.:te.o whe..1te. 
:the..1te.. weui a gJte..a:t de.al 0 6  61tant-lc. dawin.g 
an.d ctimbin.g in. :the. -6 mall co n.tcun.e..Jt. " 
B E FORE  OR  A FTER  UNCONSC I OU S N E S S?  
All observations with which we are fa­
miliar , including those of a field inves­
tigator for Humane Information Services 
who viewed the different makes of cabinets 
and talked with the managers of shelters 
using them, agree that the vocalizing, 
struggling and other evidences of the ef­
fects of hypoxia occur during nitrogen 
flushing , The animals do not "j ust fall 
· over and go to sleep . " 
However, most if not all of these mani­
festations are similar to those which oc­
cur with other gaseous inhalants . The au­
thor of this report has observed dogs and 
cats put down with carbon monoxide, c9-rbon 
dioxide , nitrous oxide and nitrogen. Al­
though these gases differ in their modus 
operandi, they all produce very similar 
outward or ostensible results. The an:t­
mals gasp, breathe erratically, stretch 
out, bite , scratch, arch their backs, claw 
and vocalize. 
If we could be sure that the animals in 
the nitrogen chamber are unconscious be­
fore experiencing any of the physiological 
changes . which produce the vocalizing and 
other disconcerting symptoms, we could 
rest assured that they do not feel pain . 
However , the confl.:l.cting findings on this 
crucial point of the Colorado and Canadian 
researchers do not offer such assurances . 
They leave the whole question in limbo. 
Until some more definitive evidence be­
comes available, Humane Information Ser­
vices must reluctantly conclude that the 
humaneness of the nitrogen flushing method 
has not been satisfactorily demonstrated, 
and we recommen<:i that humane society shel­
ters and pounds proceed with caution be­
fore purchasing expensive nitrogen cabi­
nets on the basis of  claims made by only 
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I S  T- 61 A HUMANE  SUBSTITUTE 
FOR SOD IUM PENTOBARB llAL ? 
Humane Information Services has attained .an enviable reputation for obj ectivity , 
fairness and completeness in its reports deal ing with controversial questions such as 
euthanasia , and has been particularly careful in preparing this report on T-6 1 .  
We sent copies of a draft o f  this article to the manufacturer o f  T-61 and to oth­
ers . They have returned the draft with detail ed comments which have been taken into 
account in the preparation of this  final draft . The manufacturer seems to feel that 
we are applying more rigorous standards  t.o T-6 1  than to sodium pentobarbital . We be­
lieve that is because he has not yet read our full appraisal of the latter drug , 
which will  appear in an early issue . With the fate of many millions of  animals hang­
ing in the balance , we can see no excuse for not applying rigorous sta.ndards in eval­
uating any euthanasia method or  agent . We are just as eager as anyone to be able to 
recommend a humane substitute for the restricted drug sodium pentobarbital . 
In view of  these c ircumstances , we read with great pleasure the following general 
comment on the article received from a professor of veterinary medicine at one of the 
leading state universities . To avoid pos s ible embarrassment , his name is withheld : 
, "My ILV-i peu6u.l c.ompu.menu on. yoWt 6ac.tua1. an.d we1l-w'1.U;ten. piec.e .  It M , in my 
opinion., a V efLIJ bCLtanc.e.d plLV-i e.ntation.; and .the. applLop!Lia,te. quaLi.Mc.ation,6 a/Le in. · ev­
efLIJ c.cu, e c.leMty 1.ita..ted .  YoWt 1.i en.cU.n.g an adva.nc.e c.opy :to National La.botLa,to/Liv.i , my-
1.i el 6 ,  and o:thw M a. Wbu:te to yoWt c.owutv.i y, 6ai!Lnv.i1.i , and c.onc.etLn. -601t the -6aw . 
How 1 W,tJ.i h tha,t the humane/animal wel-6Me movement in gene/Lal -6oliowed yoUIL example . " 
USE  OF T- 6 1  I NCREAS I NG 
T-61 is  the trade name of a compara­
tively new veterinary product ;  manufactur­
_ ed by National Laboratories Corp . , of Som­
erville , New Jersey , for use as an inj ect­
able for " euthanasia . "  
It was first reported used in West Ger­
many in 1961  and has rapidly gained in 
popularity in Europe , where it is  cheaper 
than sodium pentobarbital , for which T-61  
has been substituted . 
In the United States , T-61 has been on 
the market for " quite awhile , "  according 
to the manufacturer . An "experience re­
port " by a Florida veterinarian , s ince de­
ceased , was given in Ve:te!tinMy MecU.un.e 
for June , 1963 . However , it has been only 
in the past few yea.rs that the use cf T-61 
has rapidly increased . This was largely 
because sodium pentobarbital is a re­
stricted narcotic drug which has become 
progressively more difficult to obtain and 
use except in states having special legis­
latiori making it available to shelters and 
pounds . In this country , T-61 generally 
costs more than sodium pentobarbital · pur­
chased in powder form , so there is  no cost 
advantage as there is  in Europe . 
A continuing survey made by Humane In­
formation Services  of 193  shelters and 
pounds , extending over a period of years 
ending in November , 1977 , indicates that 
approximately six percent of shelters and 
pounds use T-61 although not in all cases 
as the exclusive agent for destroying ani­
mals . A mailed questionnaire survey by 
the American Humane As sociation in 1976  
indicated that of the 438  respondents , 
seven percent used T-61 , representing 
about five percent of the animals .  On the · 
bas is of  present indications , it is proba­
ble that the percentage using this method 
will increase rapidly unless  ·disclosure of 
facts unfavorable to T- 61 should stop or 
reverse the trend . 
INGRED I ENTS AND THEIR PURPOSES 
T-61 i s  a compound containing : ( 1 )  a 
quick-acting local anesthetic intended to 
minimize any pain ari_sing fror:i the inj ec­
tion itself , ( 2 )  a strong narcotic agent 
designed to produce anesthesia { loss  o f  
consciousnes s )  and exert a paralytic  ef­
fect ·upon the respiratory center but which 
by 'itself in the dosage recommended would 
not result consistently in death of the . 
animal , ( 3 )  a curariforrn-like drug which 
exerts a strong paralytic action and in­
duces circulatory collapse . The latter 
ingredient is  designed t9 minimize the 
"excitement stage " of anesthe s ia which 
otherwise might accompany the anesthetic 
ef�ect of the narcotic ingredient , and to 
produce death from respiratory arrest 
( suffocation) , supposedly after the animal 
is unconscious . 
MANUFACTURER ' S  S UPPORTING EV I DENCE 
AND OTHER TESTS 
Humane lnformation Services has examin­
ed statements and data purportedly used by 
National Laboratorie� in applying for ap­
proval of T-61 by the Food and Drug Admin­
istration (FDA) . FDA approval s imply 
means that T-61 works { i . e . , it kills )  and 
does not carry any implications with re­
spect to humaneness  of _ the product .  
T-61 , the curariform component , and the 
combination of thes e  two components found 
in T-61 . Such a small number of animals  
doe s not provide , in  our opinion , a satis­
factory bas is  for definitive conclus ions . 
Other laborato:i:;y tests of T-61  were 
conducted at Colorado State University , 
which also has tested rapid decompress ion 
and nitrogen flushing , both of which the 
researchers found to be humane . The Colo­
rado test , made by Dr . W. V. Lumb and as­
sociates , was reported in the JoUJLnal o o  
.the Ame/tic.an Vete!Lin.My Medic.al M-6 oua­
tion for January 15 , 1978 . It tends to 
confirm the results reported by the manu� 
facturer . The Colorado tests were made 
under a contract from the manufacturer of  
T-6 1 , the Nat ional Laboratories Corp . Ap­
parently no tests were run in either study 
using methods of inj ection for dogs other 
than intravenous or on cats , puppies and 
kittens . 
Statements by the company in its appli­
cation refer to clinical studies of T-61  
in  Germany and the United States which did -, 
include cats . Of 24  cats , the results 
were poor or only fair for seven . We . do 
not know what if  any criteria , other than 
the subj ective reactions of those making 
the observations , governed these evalua­
tions . 
Thus , it appears that obj ective tests 
of T-61  have been made only for a few dogs 
inj ected intravenously , and not for other 
methods of injection recommended by the 
manufacturer , or for cats , kittens and 
puppies . The theoretical bas is for the 
manufacturer ' s  claims appears to be good , 
but surely the forego ing eviµence is  not 
sufficient to warrant any definitive con­
clusions regarding the humaneness of T-61  
as commonly used for euthanas ia of animal s 
in veterinarians ' clinics , shelters and 
pounds . 
We understand that more extensive , and 
hopefully more definitive , tests of T-:61 
now are under way in Canada ,  ·under the 
leadership of  Dr . Harry C .  Rowsell , a vet­
erinarian and profes sor of the Faculty of 
Medic ine of the University of Ottawa , Can­
ada . 
OBJ ECT I ON S  TO T- 6 1  
Some veterinarians , humanitarians , hu­
mane societies operating shelters , and of­
ficials of public pounds welcome the ap­
pearance of an agent which avoids the dif­
ficulties in obtaining and the red tape 
involved in using sodium pentobarbital . 
Opposition to this new drug , however , 
also has been increasing . This opposition 
is based on the following : 
( 1 )  T-61 contains a curariform ingredi­
ent similar to succinylcholine chloride · 
which , alone , would result in one of the 
most horrible deaths possible ( see Repo!Lt 
to HumariltaJu.an,6 No . 3 3 ) . Some who oppose 
T-61  fear that the curariform ingredient 
will take effect before the anesthetic 
component induces unconsciousness .  Howev­
er , electroencephalographic studies at the 
University o f  Ottawa tended to support the 
manufacturer ' s  findings , and " c.1.eMty dem­
on,6:t,Jta,ted in Jr..a;tJ.. :t,ha,t T- 6 1  g,i,ven. ivitJt.a­
venouJ.>ly ptLodu.c.u fi,UU,t the n.Mc.otic.. efi­
fiec;t, o -6  dep1Le1.i-0,C:.ng .the c..en.bta..t netLvoU/2 
-6 y1.i tern, and £.ati:.e.!Lly the. mUJ.i c.le. ILelaxan.t 
(oaralvz i na )  o l.. /,. o r> i'  r>nrno r un n L -rn h  -J-/,,, n n,,, ; _  
mal ity ( s ick , weak , injured ) may go 
through the undes irable stage of excite­
ment becaus e of inadequate c irculation of 
the blood , resulting in low blood pres sure 
and poor blood flow . However , this ap­
plies also to sodium pentobarbital . About 
the only surely humane death that we know 
of for a severely debilitated animal is  
shooting . This will be the subj ect of  an 
article in a subsequent Repo!Lt to Humani­
ta!LiaM . 
( 3 )  Some o f  the methods of inj ection of 
T-61 recommended by the manufacturer are 
not given with sufficient warnings , and 
some should not be used at all  for T-61 , 
or any "euthanasia"  solution for that mat­
ter . Yet , those using this drug are l ike� 
ly to be less  well informed or concerned 
about us ing only an appropriate method of 
injection because they have in many cases 
adopted T-61 in an effort to avoid " the 
trouble " connected with us ing sodium pen,­
tobarbital . The most conscientious opera­
tors , we have found , are those  who put hu­
maneness above convenience . 
( 4 )  Although the manufacturer of this  
drug claims that it is suitable for eutha­
nizing cats , puppies and kittens , it is  
highly doubtful that . this claim is  true , 
as these animal s  usually require other 
than intravenous inj ection . The great 
temptation is to use intraperitoneal in­
j ections for the se smaller animals , which 
is  contra-recommended even by the manufac­
turer . This use could lead to much suf­
fering by the animals . The method of  in­
j ec tion ( intrapulmonary) recommended by 
the manufacturer for cats and kittens is 
viewed with disfavor by most authorities . 
And if  cats , puppies and kittens , consti­
tuting an important part of total receipts 
by shelters and pounds , must be disposed 
of by some other method , the advantage s of 
T-61 claimed by the manufacturer { e . g . , 
fewer government restrictions )  are largely 
negated . 
( 5 )  T-61 must not be used in animal s if 
the bodies are used for making prepared 
animal foods , a use to which animal cadav­
ers are put in many population centers 
having plants which grind the whole c ar­
casses into pulp for mixing with other in­
gredients .  This obj ection , however , ap­
plies also to other inj ectable euthanasia 
agents . 
ADULT DOGS 
For adu:I.t dogs , intravenous inj ection . 
is  recommended . Cerebral exc itation , ac­
companied by c lawing , biting , howling and 
other signs which may or may not indicate 
pain or stress , may occur if intravenous 
injection is not made strictly acco.rding 
to the manufacturer ' s  instructions . The 
first two-thirds of the dose must be in­
j ected at a s low rate and the remainder 
rapidly .  
Under the stress  b f  shelter conditions , 
with the desire for speed , and espec ially 
with intractable or very active dogs which 
only with great difficulty can be held 
still for the time required for inj ection 
of the drug s lowly , there is a strong 
temptation for she lter personnel to ignore 
this requirement for proper inj ection . 
Dr . Bruce Max Feldrrann , DVM , Director 
of the University of California (Berkeley)  
Pet Clinic , states in a letter dated April 
2 1 , 1977 : "The/Le ,Ui glLeM poten-:Ual fio![, 
abUJ.i e ofi thM pJ[,oduc;t, in -Lt6 admiw:tJta­
tion on a meui-o beuiM due to the inhetLent 
c.on-6-f.,i..c;t_ be:twee.n the 1.ilowne1.i1.i wlih which 
thM) agen.t mUJ.it be admin.MtetLe.d vWU-6 the 
plLeJ.iJ.i UILe fiolL 1.i peedy Wling whic.h UJ.iu..aliy 
ew .to whetLe. mcu,1.i eu..:tha.neui,C:.a M pe1L601Lmed .  
• • •  T .1.i huddetL to think. o -6  :the. animal 1.iu-6-
-6 e!ting tha,t may be  o c.c.UIL!ting dcu..1.y du..e to 
.the implLopetL UJ.i e o 6 .thM dtw.g ,C:.n .the ha.nd6 
o -6  oveJr.WolLk.ed e.u.thana.6.ut pe.M onnel, an hn­
ptr.ope!L UJ.i age  who1.i e. 1.i e!LioUJ.i .ln.humanenv.i-o 
ma.!J be ,ln,6 u..fi-6,[ue.nily applLec.ia,ted by all, 
be.c.auJ.> e. .the. data ( relating to it )  Me not 
available. " In a letter dated January 9 ,  
1978 , he states : " Tn my opinion, the. po­
tential. 6 OIL abuJ.> e o n T - 6 1 du. e. to :the v efLIJ 
1.ilow .lnjecuon .tune. M :too 91r.e.a,t :to ILec.om­
mend w UJ.i e. o OIL maM animal e.u.thancu,J.a. " 
I NTRACARD I AC AND OTH ER  METHODS 
OF  I NJ ECT I ON 
The manufacturer also approves intra­
cardiac (heart) and intrapulmonary ( lung) 
ini ections for doas as wel l  � �  ���� - � , -
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less satisfactory for dogs due to varia­
· tions in dosage response .  The company 
does not explain why intravenous inj ec­
tions must be made slowly for the . first 
two-thirds of  the dose , whereas no such 
limitation seems to be placed on intracar­
diac inj ection . I f  too rapid IV inj ection 
is to be avoided for humane or aesthetic 
reasons , then intracardiac should be even 
more contraindicated , inasmuch as drugs 
administered by that route reach the brain 
even more quickly than via IV inj ection . 
I s  it possible or practicable to give an 
intracardiac injection at the rate recom­
mended for IV? 
Humane Information Services has observ­
ed intracardiac inj ections o f  T-61  given 
by an expert in this method of inj ection . 
The results were unsatisfactory to us be­
cause they were not as uniform as for so­
dium pentobarbital . 
Dr . Rowsell has tried intrathoracic 
inj ections , but doe s not recommend this  
method because of  the possibility of hem­
orrhage being produced when the animal 
moves and the lung is  torn . If  there is  
exc.essive bleeding , absorption o f  the drug 
is poor . As a result , Canadian authori­
ties recommend only intravenous inj ection 
of T-61 , which is being considered for in­
clusion in pound directives .  as prepared by 
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food . Sodium pentobarbital is not avail­
able to shelters and pounds in Canada 
without the supervision of a veterinarian 
responsible for the pos session and use of 
the drug . This requirement seems to have 
been interpreted more restrictively in 
Canada than in the United States , where 
essentially the same condition applies ex­
cept in states that have passed special 
laws permitting use of the drug without 
direct veterinary supervision (e . g . , the 
State of Washington) .  
US E I N  VETER I NAR I ANS ' 
PR I VATE PRACT I CES 
Some veterinarians seem inclined to 
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· "The. n.Uttogen. inhai.a;Uon. e.u.:than.cu.-i..a. 
method ,l.6 .o ome.wha:t Uk.e the. a.WJ:ude. meth­
od in :that de.a:th oc.c.U/1.J., due. to hypoXA,a .  
Howe.veJt, quite. unlike. the. 11..ap-ui �e.c.omp11..v.i ­
,.s,lon. p,wc.e.duJLe., :the/Le. .l6 no phy.o..{,c.a,l p11..v., ­
.6uJLe. c.han.ge. and , · :theJte.fioJte.t y�u.all..y n.o 
Eha.n.c.e. o n  pain.nu.( e.6o e.c..to 11..uu..Ubr.g 611..om 
e.xbteme. J.J hifib., in. p11..U.o uJLe.� Th.ll.oughou;t . the n,i;:tJiog e.n. in.hai.a;Uon p11..oc.en.Wte., nothing 
.l6 physic.all..y done. :to .the. animal. (.6 ) whic.h 
c.ou.ld c.aU.6 e. pain. . 1 1  
(A reader of the above quotation could 
hardly believe that it was written by a 
member of  the same research team which 
found rapid decompress ion to be humane ! )  
I S  N I T R OGE N F L U S H I N G H U MAN E ? 
The statement by Fitch goes  on to give 
the es sential elements of the claim that 
nitrogen flushing is humane :  
1 1  AU.hough anunai/2 J.Jhow in.cAe.cu e.d. 
b1te.a;thin.g JLa:tU jU.6:t p!UofL :to u.n.c.on..6 cuoU.6 -
n.V-i.6 , :the.y do n.o:t .6.:tAa.n.gte. ofL J.Ju6 fioc.a:te.. 
AUr.. c.onti.n.uv.i :to pM.6 :ta and 611..om .the. 
fun.g.6 na:tuJLall..y, wilh :the. only c.han.ge. be­
ing a J.Jte.a.cLU!..y in.C/1..e.Min.g nJ.;tJz,og e.n. :to ox.y­
ge.n. JLruo 0 6  :the. in..6 p,Uie.d CUA .• " In. 6Wl.theJt C.On..6.-tde!La.tion. o n  :the. hu..­
man.e.n.e,b.6 o 6 :the. vu:tJt.o g e.n. ln.ha.latio n me.th­
od it may be. wofl..thwfu£.e. :to loo k  :to !Le.-
� .o e.:vic.h wheAe. human J.J ubje.c.u have. bJLe.a.:the.d 
gcu mix.:tuJLu in. whlc.h paJtt o 6 :the. n.oJz.ma1. 
oxygen. c.on.:te.n.:t 0 6  the cu..Jt had � e.e.n _1t�plac.­ed wl:th ni;tJiog e.n .  Nu.meJtoU.6 .o ue.nti.o..{,c. 
.ot.udJ..u have. b e.en c.on.duc.te.d whe.Jte. human. 
.ou.bje.w have. !Le.ac.he.d :the. poin,t 0 6  unc.on­
.6 c...lo U.6 n.U.6 du. e. to in.c.JLe.M ed n.Utto g e.n and 
de.cJLe.M ed ox.yg e.n in the. cu..Jt J.Ju.ppUe.d nofL 
:the.m to bJLe.a..:the..  AJA wlih n.onmoJ:. o xygen 
C.O n:ten:t WM O 'O C.OUJL6 e., irnme.dia:te.1.y fLe.­
.6:toJLed :ta the. J.J u.b fe.c.u and they qu.ic.lily 
JLe.c..o v e.11.e.d. c.o n..6 cuo U.6 n.v.i .6 • Howe. v e/1., it ,l.6 
hnpo/t:ta.n..t to n.o:te tha.:t _.6 ubje.� 0 6  :t.h0 e J:t.uclle,b !Lepon.te.d. no pa.-<...n or.. futlr.M.o _,<,.n 
Mf.i Ouation wlih :thW lo.6.6 o fi  C.O11.o UOU.6 -
nU.6 , "  
That statement represents the view o f  
many veterinarians and humanitarians .who , 
believe what it says . They consider ni­
trogen flushing to be a completely humane 
read the manufacturer ' s  claims for T-61 
and to consider the probable action of the 
ingredients from a theoretical standpoint . 
For this reason and possibly because they 
wish to avoid being bothered by requests 
to cooperate in obtaining sodium pentobar� 
bital for shelters and pounds , veterinari­
ans may recommend T-61 without taking into 
account the obstac les to turning theory 
into practice .  Even in their own prac­
tices veterinarians may find the record 
keeping involved in using sodium pentobar­
bital to be inconvenient , and there is  
danger that some of the drug may get into 
illicit use , subj ecting them to pos s ible 
regulatory action . The se considerations 
may lead them to use T-61 in their own 
practices ,  even though they may agree that 
sodium pentobarbital is  better . 
CONCLUS I ONS 
( 1 )  T-,61  has not yet been suffi ciently 
tested to warrant its general approval for 
mass  euthanasia of dogs and cats . At the 
very leas t ,  the instructions for use of 
the drug should contain much more plain 
and complete references  to different meth- .. 
ods of inj ection , and limitations on the 
use of T-61 for animals other than adult 
dogs . 
( 2 )  It has not been established that 
there is no danger that the curariform 
component could take effect before the an­
imal has become unconscious from the ef­
fects of  the narcotic component .· Canadian 
experiments are still under way . 
( 3 )  For dogs , only intravenous inJ ec­
tion at the rate recommended by the manu­
facturer is appropriate . Under operating 
conditions encountered in shel ters and 
pounds it is  quite l ikely that directions 
will  not be followed , and unavoidable 
movements by active dogs may make the slow 
inj ec tion impossible even for careful op­
�rators . This  misuse probably would lead 
to pain and undesirable reactions . 
( 4 )  Tests us ing the intracardiac me thod 
of inj ection are needed before this method 
can be approved on the basis  of tests made 
exclusively by the IV route . It is  not 
uses a nitrogen cabinet in its shelter 
said , in effec t ,  "The. an-[mai/2 jU.6:t. oill 
oveJt and go :to 1.>leep .  N o  p!Lo blem.o . "  
Well ,  it is not quite that simple . 
REASONS FOR tOUBT I NG HUMAN ENESS 
OF N I TROGEN FLUSHI NG 
A Canadian veterinarian , Dr . Rowsell , 
states ( in a pe rsonal letter) : 
"A6 0011.. :the n.Uttage.n 6.luhhin.g mu.hod, I 
have g!Le.a.:t tc.v.i eJtvruon..6 • • •  (we observed ) 
.the (method) in opeJta;Uon. a.:t the Cai.ga.1r.y 
Hu.mane. Socu<U:.y . . . •  ALf.. membVto o 6 ouJL Can.a­
d,i..a.n Ve;tvu.na.1r.y Me.die.al A6.6 o c.,w;ti_on Humane 
P!Lailic.v.i Comm,Utee weJte ptc.v.i en.:t, and all.. 
e.x.c.e.p:t one ag!Leed :t.ha:t b e.Qau..o e 0 6 _:t.he vo­
c.a.Uzing and the Jact :t.ha.:t the aiuma£ 
.6.till. had a bUnlung tc.e6le.x dwun.g the. vo­
c.a.Uzing :t.ha..t :t.hey c.ou.ld no:t .6uppon.t the 
U.6 e.  06 thlo mdh.od . " A member of the Com­
mittee who is as soc iated with the Cal gary 
Humane Society , however , ·  did endorse ( the 
cabinet i s )  use and dissented from the gen­
eral opinion . 
Dr . Rowsell undoubtedly has devoted 
more attention to euthanasia , including 
extensive laboratory testing , than any . 
other veterinarian in Canada . He is  view­
ed as an authority on the subj ect also in 
the United States and other countries . 
The following statement is taken from his 
paper entitled "Euthanasia , a Necessary 
Evil , "  presented on June 2 4 ,  1976 , before 
a Canadian Sympos ium on Pets and Society : 
" In our laboratory , nitrogen has been 
shown to produce death in rats with an 
isoelectric or flat encephalogram in 80 to 
180 seconds , and an eye reflex averaging 
5 0  to 60 seconds , whereas carbon dioxide 
produced a flat encephalogram in rats in 
3 0  to 40 seconds , and a loss of corneal 
reflex in 25-30  seconds . Additionally , in 
the rat wjth nitrogen there was much more 
struggling and rapid muscular activity . 
In using nitrogen for euthanasia in cats 
at an oxygen leve l of L S  percent , many of 
the cats showed early marked muscular ac­
tivity ; in some cases they pressed aI1d at­
tempted to escaEe from the cages in which 
they were contained ; however , within 90-
120  seconds the activity decreased . It 
was dis�oncertina that in the cats when 
made plain even in the manufacturer ' s  di­
rections whether or not the s low initial 
rate of inj ection applies to the intracar­
diac as well as the intravenous method of 
inj ection . If it does not , the directions 
appear inconsistent and potentially condu­
cive of inhumane results . 
( 5 )  Intrapulmonary inj ection , recom­
mended by the manufacturer for c ats , too 
frequently may result in pain , and there 
is danger of displac ing the lung tissue 
and injecting into the pleural cavity , or 
produc ing hemorrhage with resultant slow 
absorption . Humane Information Services 
is opposed to this  method . Dr . Rowsell  
says : " I wou.ld objec;t. even. :to a. v<U:.eJu..­
n.aJu.a.n. o.ft:e.mp.tln.g :to give T- 6 1 by :the. in.­
.tll.apu..lmonMy ,wu.te.. " 
( 6 )  T-61  is not suitable for intraperi­
toneal inj ection for any animals .  The , 
manufacturer writes : "No c.WUr..e.n.tly ava,U­
able. .ln.je.c.ta..ble. e.u..:thancu.-i..a. age.n.:t .l6 .6W­
abte. no11.. tf'l,,{,,6 mu.hod . "  This would be d,is­
puted by a good many users of  sodium pen­
tobarbital . This question will be further 
examined in a subsequent report . 
( 7 )  Cats , puppies and kittens should be 
euthanized by a more appropriate method or 
agent . 
( 8 )  If  it really is impossible _ to ob­
tain ·sodium pentobarbi tal , properly-admin­
istered intravenous inj ection of T-61  for 
adult dogs may well be more humane than 
some alternative methods . If used , there 
should be frequent verification by she lter 
directors that the inj ections are properly 
given intravenously according to direc­
tions . This monitoring , of course , is  al­
so needed for any inj ection method , but 
s ince the requirements for T-61 are more 
stringent according to the manufacturer ' s  
own recommendations , it would seem that 
this warning may be even more called for 
in the use of thi s drug . 
( 9 )  Inj ection of  sodium pentobarbital , 
although also subject to improper adminis­
tration , constitutes a more tested method 
of euthanas ia ,  and is the preferred method 
for most shelters and pounds at this  time . 
cular activity . 
"The use of nitrogen in dogs , recom­
mended by Fitch and supported by the Amer­
ican Humane As sociation , has been studied � 
us ing our techniques for ass�ssment . De­
pendent upon the size of the chamber used , 
dogs at approximately 5 seconds in an en- . 
vironment of  l .  5 percent oxygen ( begln. to ) 
struggle ,  vocalizing loudly and persis­
tently . In numerous studies the chambers 
were deliberately opened towards the end 
of the vocalization . It was observed that 
in each case a corneal reflex was present 
in the dog . The opening o f  the chambers 
exposed the dogs to an increase in oxygen 
from 1 . 5  to 6-8 percent . Within 15 sec­
onds the dogs were in a dorsal recumbency 
position and within another ten seconds 
were often capable of standing on their 
feet without wavering or falling . (This  
is a remarkable recovery from unconsc ious­
nes s . With most anaesthetic agents an ex­
posure to 100 perc ent oxygen for several 
minutes was rec,,'Uired before the animal 
would reach the stage of dorsal recumben­
cy . ) Because of the rapidity of recovery , 
it is probable that at the period of onset 
of vocal iz ing , the dog (-0.u..U, ) is in a 
consc ious state and aware of its surrouno.­
ings . This is supported by the presence 
of the active corneal reflex . When the 
dog is maintained at a level of 1 . 5  per� 
c ent oxygen , the anoxic state will per sist 
and the animal wi ll die . However , what is 
the length of  time that the animal is sen­
sitive to its surroundings?  At this time 
the use of nitrogen cannot be recommended 
as humane for the de struction of unwanted 
dogs . If future work demonstrates un­
equivocally that the animals are uncon­
scious and insens itive to pain when the 
vocalization and rapid muscular activity 
occur , then nitrogen may be recommended . "  
· Most if not all of  the other available 
evaluations of the humaneness  of nitrogen 
flushing are based on subj ective evalua­
tions of observations of the animals de­
stroyed in the cabinets . The se are mani­
festly unreliable ,  and although offered in 
some cases with great conviction should be 
received with much caution . 
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N I TROGEN  FLUSH I NG FOR " EUTHANAS I A" 
We. Me. g1te.ati.,y -lnde.bte.d to Mtr,6 . F1te.d 
B .  Johru,ton, 1 1 ,  0 6  Columb,la,., South CM­
olina, oM. fet;te,'1,6 and othVt matvr.,,i.,ai.,o 
u.6 e.d -ln th...u Mtic1.e. and :the. o ne. an T- 6 1 .  
The use of  nitrogen flushing i s  one of 
the newest and least understood methods of 






Nitrogen i s  a colorless , tasteless , 
odorless  gas that constitutes about 78 
percent of the atmosphere by volume and is  
a constituent of all  living tis sues . The 
air contains only about 2 1  percent oxygen . 
An animal normally inspires more nitrogen 
than oxyge.n at every breath . Yet the oxy­
gen is a vital element in the animal ' s  
life processes . 
As used for "euthanasia , "  the nitrogen 
is purchased in metal cylinders from deal­
ers · located in or near mos t  cities in the 
United States . It  comes in either liquid 
(which when used expands into gas ) or gas­
eous form . Through controls which regu­
late the flow , the gas is conducted from 
the tank to a box or cabinet in which the 
animal has been placed and .the opening 
sealed . As the nitrogen under pressure 
enters the cabinet , it displaces air which 
is  forced out through a small opening . 
Thi s  r.educes the oxygen content of  the 
mixture o f  nitrogen and air in the cabinet 
to 1 . 5  percent , at which ti�e the flow of  
nitrogen is cut off  and the sealed cabinet 
is left for five to ten minutes ,  after 
which it is opened , the dead animal remov­
ed , and the cabinet cleaned . 
From this  it should be evident why the 
process  is called nitrogen flushing . The 
nitrogen is merely a vehicle  for displac­
ing the air , and hence the oxygen in the 
cabinet , by " flushing " the latter out of  
the cabinet . It i s  not the direc t effects 
of the extra nitrogen inspired by the ani­
mal in the cabinet that produces death , 
but the decrease in the amount of  oxygen 
inspired . This produces hypoxia or anoxia 
in- the animal , which causes death . Anoxia 
al so is the cause of death by many other 
methods of euthanasia , although they dif­
fer in regard to the way in which anoxia 
is induced and the other effects which ac­
company the developing hypoxia and final 
anoxia . 
DEVELOPMENT O F  .THE METHOD 
Nitrogen was first used for euthanasia 
in England by Vinter in 1957 , as a result 
of  her search for a more humane method o f  
killing mink for pelting on fur farms . 
Dr . Harry C .  Rowsell , a veterinarian 
and professor of the Faculty of Medicine 
o� the University of Ottawa , Canada , re­
ports ( in a personal letter)  that he ob­
served the use of · riitrogen for euthanasia 
in Japan in 1973 , before any experiments 
with it in the United State s . 
The two American Veterinary Medical As­
sociation (AVMA) panels on euthanasia 
{ 1962 and 197 2 )  recommended that trial s be 
made to determine the suitability of ni­
trogen for euthanasia . Drs . Fitch , Hall 
and Herin of the Colorado State University 
College of Veterinary Medlcine , in a pro j ­
ect financed partly b y  a grant from the 
American Humane Association (AHA) , made 
such tests in 1974 . 
COLORADO STATE UN I VERS I TY TESTS 
As  succinctly stated by  Dr . T .  Carding 
and as sociates of  the World Federation for 
the Protection of Animals , headquartered 
in Zurich , Switzerland , in their "Spec ial 
Report on Euthanasia of Dogs and Cats , "  
issued in April , 1977 : 
" In :thw -ln.ve1:,tigmo n1.i , F-l:tc.h , e;t al 
• • •  Wle.d 3 1 3 dog.6 , 36  c.cit6 , one. pig , .two 
Jtabbm and e.-lgh:t dudv.i . Ele.c..t1to e.nc.e.pha­
log1tam1.i ( EEG ) weJLe. ne.c.01tde.d 61tom 34 dog.6 
aJ.i will a.o e.R.e.c.br.oc.MdiogfLam6 ( EKG ) and 
M:teJual. blo od p'1.Ml.iUJr.e. .  The. a,umalc, weJLe. 
plac.e.d -ln. a c.hamb vi :to wfu.c.h pU!Le. n,,U!rog e.n 
gaJ.i WM -ln.tJtoduc.e.d . . . .  A:t an o xyg en. c.onc.e.n­
br.mo n o o  7 .  5 peJtc.e.n.::t :the. nJ;tJiog e.n. Mow 
WM 1,i:tapped and :the. an-lmaL6 held in :the. 
c.hambvi 6ofL M,ve minu:te.1:, . EEG patieJtM 
.6 howe.d :the. c.haJw.c.,teJuJ.:,tic. 601t 1.ile.e.p and 
un.c.0M uo U6 ne1:,1.i in an aveJtag e. o o  abou;t 40  
1.i e.c.oncl6 and be.c.ame. lo o e.R.e.c.Wc. a:t 8 0  1.i e.c.­
ond6 . . . •  
"AU (of  the animals )  b e.c.ame. unc.on-
1.i uou..6 and c.oUap.6 e.d w-Uhin one. minute . 
Thvie. WV!.e. no 1.i-lgru, a 6 pa-ln in any an-lmal 
be.ooJte. Ul1C.OM UOU-6nel:,l.i -lnc1.llcu.ng C.C!J.i ei:, in 
do 91.i O 6 uppeJL Itel:, pJ.Aatotuj dM e.cv., e.; ao::teJt 
unc.o vu, uou.6 ne.1:,1.i , :theJte. Welte. ..LM:tance.1:, o 6 
mu.6 c1.e. twJ.;tc.h-lng , gMping , convl.l.Uioru, and 
ye.lpin.g . The. cw.:thotr;6 ,5ugge1:,:te.d :that ;the.1:, e. 
WV!.e. a !Lei:, illt o o ac.u;te. hypo :da o c.c.UAtun.g 
in :the. wic.oru, uou.6 an-lma L The.y alc, o  n.o:t­
e.d :that :the ::te.c.hn,i,que WM 1.i uc.c.e6.6 6ul -ln 
all .6 pe.c.ie.1:, ;tv.,:te.d e.xc.e.p::t fJoJt n.e.o na:te. pup­
piv., and fu.tte.v,..-6 , Jte.pfilv., and amph-lbi­
aru, . "  
These apparently favorable results 
brought early endorsement or tentative ap­
proval of nitrogen flus'hing by the AHA and 
some other humane organizations . 
COMMERC I AL APPL I CAT I ON S  
It was not long until  several equipment 
manufacturers were on the market with cab­
inets espec ially manufactured for this  
purpose . The se are o f  similar sizes  and 
have Plexiglas front-opening doors so that 
the animals in the cabinet can be observed 
and they in turn can se� what is  going on 
outside . Thi s  is believed to make the 
cabinets so much like kennel pens that the 
animals  will  not notice any difference and 
become alarmed . 
The cabinets are equipped with controls  
and gauges to  facilitate e asy operation , 
and have various size compartments for the 
animals ,  intended to minimize the amount 
of gas required for each animal (Fig . 1 ) . 
Fig . 2 shows another make o f  cabinet in 
actual use . Obviously , the dog in the 
right-hand bottom cabinet is too large to 
stand upright , and is forced into an un­
comfortable pos ition . This dog , an Alas­
kan malamute 28 inches tall and weighing 
60 pounds , was placed in the smaller of  
the two bottom compartments rather than 
the larger one to the left because , the 
operator explained , the larger one costs 
to operate about three dollars for each 
use , whereas the one to the ' right which 
was actually used costs about 50 cents . 
Regardless o f  the fact thct these costs 
appear to be excessive , this  is a good ex­
ample of po s s ible or probable misuse of  
the c abinets bec ause of cost and conve­
nience considerations . Another example of  
·-,-v .. · · i ' 1 --,, 
\ ' ( 
\ 
.; 
. /  
Proper use  o f  the  Euthanasia system requ i res two l iqu id  N i t roge n  bott les of 3640 cub i c  feet content each ,  con nected 
i n  para l le l  as shown : (N itrogen gas is not supp l ied with u n i t ) .  "T" con nectors. f lex ib le  tub ing  and regu lator to connect 
N i trogen sou rce with Control Panel are i nc l uded with the SHOR- L I N E  u n i t .  Note that the Contro l  Panel i s  co n n ected to 
the u n i t  by means of five hoses: one each supp l ies the top two cham bers and two hoses supp ly  the lowPr chamber  The  
f i fth hose d i rects the  d ischarged a i r  to  the  oxygen ana lyzer l ocated w i th i n  the Contr.ol Pane l .  
this  is  the killing of very young puppies 
and kittens in the cabinets , although the 
Colorado tests indicated this  should not 
be done . 
At the present time there are to our 
knowledge three companies manufacturing 
and selling nitrogen flushing cabinets . 
They are : ( 1 )  Anconco , Inc . , P .  0 .  Box 
1 2 3 3 , Kansas City , Mis souri 64108 ; ( 2 )  
Kirschner-Collison , P . O .  Box 459 , Aber­
deen , Maryland 2 1001 ; ( 3 )  Snyder Mfg . Co . ,  
5500  E .  Pacific Place , Denver , Colorado 
80222 . 
The cabinets are priced FOB the manu­
facturer ' s  plant , so freight and installa­
tion costs must be added . Thi s brings the 
total cost of a cabinet , ready for use , 
within a range of  about $ 3500  to $ 5000 . 
Careful shopping by prospective pur­
chasers is advised , because at least one 
of the cabinets we viewed is. reported by 
the shelter to have already shown defects , 
because of  moisture from the animals get­
ting into the glue between the Formica 
outer coating and the wood beneath it . 
Some of the doors also reportedly have be­
come defective and allow nitrogen to es­
cape and , of  course ,  air to enter the cab­
inet . 
F i g .  2. Pos�i ble misuse of the n1 tro­
gen cabinet is il l ustrated by this view of 
a dog , 28 inches high, weighing 60 pounds, 
which cannot stand up in the cabinet. The 
larger compartment to the left was not 
used for this dog because the cost for ni­
trogen woul d be much greater. 
COSTS O F  O P E RAT I ON 
To our knowledge , no adequate s tudy of 
the costs of operation of nitrogen cabi­
ne ts , taking into account depreciation , 
interest  on investment , maintenance ,  mate­
rial s (bottled nitrogen ) and labor , has 
been made . We have seen greatly varying 
cost estimates even for the nitrogen used , 
ranging from three cents to three dollars 
per animal , depending on size of animal , 
the number of animals placed in each com­
partment ,  the local prices for gas in liq­
uid or compressed gas form and the type of 
gas used . Obviously , with such a range of 
estimated costs , any shelter contemplating 
purchase of a nitrogen cabinet should take 
great pains to see that any off-the-cuff 
estimate be carefully checked before ac-
ceptance .  
It can be said with considerable confi­
dence , however , that this is one of the 
most expensive of the alternative methods 
of euthanas ia , and much more expensive 
than inj ections of sodium pentobarbital . 
N I TROGEN  VE R S U S  DECOMP R E S S I ON 
When the volume of  oxygen pas sing over 
the lung tis sue is greatly reduced , the 
haemoglobin of the blood can pick up less  
of  it to  carry to  the tissues compos ing 
the various organs . The resulting tissue 
impairment causes the mechanisms which 
control consciousne s s , breathing and heart 
action to quickly cease functioning . 
Thus , it is not a difference· in the 
kind or degree of hypoxia that makes the 
results of decompre ssion and of nitrogen 
flushing so different . The major undes ir­
able effects of decompre ssion are of � 
"mechanical " natµre . With nitrogen flush­
ing , these same mechanical effects do not 
arise . 
As Fitch , one o f  the authors o f  the 
Colorado report on nitroqen flushinq , Puts 
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LETTERS TO THE ED I TOR 
I N C R EAS I N G ADOPT I ONS  
" I  think your article 'How to Increase Shelter Adoptions ' is 
absolutely great. All points were very well taken and gave me 
other reasons to purchase a pet at a shelter, in addition to a 
reason I have had and you stated--to save a life. I just wonder 
how many shelters receive your paper, since it is their policy 
tha.t needs to be changed . " --Mrs. James Kessler, Framingham, Mas­
sachusetts. 
"Bravo,--you hit the nail right on the head in your article 
'How to Increase Shelter Adoptions, ' in the December, 1977 , is­
sue. I am proud to sa.y that five years ago our organization made 
the decisions that you advocate in your article. Animals that we 
receive for adoption are checked out by our staff veterinarian-­
they all receive whatever shots and medical care are necessary 
before being placed for adoption. They are either altered by us 
at our facility , or they are given a certificate . that is �edeem­
able by us for � refund when the . animal is altered at the proper 
time. 
"We have established a minimum adoption fee of $35 for a dog 
and $30 for a cat. We take a look at any animal we receive, and 
if it has a market value of more , we then raise the adoption fee 
accordingly . (presently our maximum is $85). The extra monies we 
receive because of these adoption fees we simply pour back into 
giving more and better care to the animals we receive. In other 
words , the more we get the more we are able to give the animal 
and the person who adopts it. I have constantly heard the argu­
ment that 'if you raise the adoption fee, you will adopt out few­
er animals.' Let me state that before we instituted this program 
we were adopting out · approximately 15 percent of the animals that 
we received. Today we are adopting out 58 percent of the total 
animals we receive, which is four times as many ! I feel that in 
great part this is because those people who are looking to adopt. 
a pet have come to know that they can rely on the fact that we 
have done everything that is possible to assure they will be re­
ceiving a healthy pet. 
"As you see, we support the concept of your article completely 
and would be happy to offer any assistance and information we can 
to anyone contemplating this type of program."--Eugene J. 
Herrmann , Executive Director , The Humane Society, Inc., Bellevue, 
Washington. 
"When I lived in Mount Carroll, Illinois, there was a dog 
shelter but nothing for cats. I had wanted to adopt a cat, so 
when I was visiting in Rockford I called the shelter there . They 
refused to even consider me because I resided over 3 5  miles from 
the shelter and they did .not send volunteers to check on homes 
more than 35 miles away. Now they meant' well--to check up, to 
even send a visitor, is a great idea. But rather than turn down 
· all from surrounding areas, a shelter could serve them by phone 
or letter checkups, with references . I ,  for instance, have been 
active in animal protection for 40 years , and had an ideal home 
for a cat , and could give references to prove it . . • .  The reason so 
many places do not handle cats or do not get them adopted is they 
merchandise dogs but do not merchandise cats . . . . "--Professor Rita 
Atkins, La· Plume, Pennsylvania. ---------------
" I've put your article on increasing shelter adoptions on our 
Shelter Superintendent ' s  desk. We ' ve been working very hard on 
our adoption program. We adopt out about 450 dogs and cats a 
month. Our team of volunteer ' Adoption Specialists ' is growing 
( no volunteers were used at our shelter until last year) . They 
are an indispensable aid in adoption screening and follow-ups . 
Every adoptable pet is now vaccinated, and the new owners of an 
SF/SPCA pet get a certificate for a free veterinary exam from 
members of The San Francisco Veterinary Medical Association . "-­
Ms. Ann Brice, Director of Public Information , The San Francisco 
SPCA, San Francisco, California . 
H UMAN E  S LAUGHTE R  
" I  find it (Re.paid :to Hwna.n,Ll:.a;uaw., ) very informative, fair 
and of course very disturbing . . . .  Why is it imperative to exclude 
kosher slaughterhouses from federal regulations? " --Ms. Maria 
Davies, Bolton, Ontario, Canada. 
RE PLY : 
We. 1te.c.eive. .o�aJt ,i.,nqu.JJueo 61tom many membeJL6. To ma.ke JL-i.;f:v..­
al 1.,laugh;teA J.i ubje.c;t to -the p!to v,0.,,[ow., 0 6  :the. 6edeAa.£ humane 
.ola.u.gh;teA law ,0., polltlc.ciU..y ,impo.6-0,i,ble (.6 ee. Report to Humanitar­
< ians No. 28; June., 1 9 74 ) . The. 1te.al p!toblem ,0., w,Uh Jtehpe.c.:t :to 
pM,Ulon,,[ng :the. a.nl.mw 601!. J.ilailghteA. Thu, ,u., being wo1tked on 
61tom a.no-thvc. a.ngle , by .the Cou.nc.,,U_ 601t Uveo:toc.k P1to:tec..tlon. It 
� ,U:,  cf.,[6 6,[c.u.R;t, but eve.n;tua.Lty a J.i o-f1Lt£on will be 6ound wfu.c.h L'J,,[_,U_ 
be ac.c.ep:table. :to .the. Jew,0., h c.ommu.n.Lty. The. B1town bill, H.R. 
1 464 ,  1te.qr.u1te.6 :that non- ko.o heA .ofuughte.1t ,ln k0.o heA plant!.> be. .oub­
j 2.c.t to the. Ac;t 1 ,6 p!to v,0.,,[o n.6 (-6 ee Report to Humanitarians No . 3 9; 
Ma1tc.h, 1 9 77  l .  The. Bli..Own bill h.a.o J.i o ma.ny good p!tov,0.,iow., -that ,U 
would be veAIJ unw,i.1:, e. :to 1te.jec;t il meJLtly be.c.aul) e. ft dou not c.o v:­
eA JL-i.;f:v..al .6 lau.g h.teA. 
S H E  OBJ ECTS TO OUR  PO L I CY ON W I LDL I F E 
" It is unreasonable for HIS to object· to a wildlife organiza­
tion's actions on behalf of wolves, seals or tigers. One does 
not reasonably expect that a wildlife organization such as De­
fenders of Wildlife woula be involved in issues like humane 
slaughter, puppy mills, mechanized cruelty of chickens, etc .. . •  
Hurray for Defenders ! They are to be commended for a fine ef­
fort , not criticized."--Miss Virginia Shefchick, Menlo Park, Cal­
ifornia. 
REPLY : 
We. agltee c.omple;tdy liJ,L,f,h what you. 1., ay. We adrn.vte. an.d Jtehpe.c.:t 
Ve.6e.ndeJL6 0 6 W-U.dUfie.. They do wha,t :theitL membeJL6 e.xpe.c;t them :to 
Humane Information Services , Inc., St. Petersburg , Florida 33713 
:to do , ne.gle.c..tlng aimOJ.it c.omple;ttly -the. e.qu.a.Lty J..mpoldan:t pl!.o b­
lem-6 oo domv.,,ti.c.a;ted anl.mw. Tlu.J.i ,u., done ,  we. brue.ve, b e.c.aU6 e. 
ft ,0., e.a.o-leA :to ob:ta.,i,n c.onbu.bu..tiow., 601t the. J.i pec.:taC11.laJt wilc1Li..6e 
c.aU6 u whic.h Me o ea.tufted in :theitL adv e.J1-t<'.1i ing an.d WeJLa..:tUAe.. 
We know :that otheJUi .o hMe yoUA e.vide.n:t eMone.oU6 bwe.6 :tha;t 
HIS ,ii:, ago.J.n.ot wle.dU.6e. a.n.d wilclU6e. 01tga.niza.tion.o . Not .o o  ! We 
do ouJt job a1.i a humane 01tganiza.tion, and Me glad :tha,t :they ew.t 
.to _do -theitc. job f.,01t wilclUf.,e. On J.i ome. o -6  ou.Jt ptunupal c.onc.eJLM , 
whic.h ovefl1_a.p, .&uc.h M tJtapping , we. wo1tk. :toge:theJL hcvrmonioU6llJ 
( .6 ee next le..tteA ) • 
A LETTER  FROM DEFEND E R S ! 
"Your article ( on  bz.app,i,ng , Re.po Id :to Hwna.n,i;taJua.w., No. 4 2 )  
struck me as acute and generally on the mark. The picture may be 
changing, however , with the advent of leg snares to catch terres­
trial predators. "" "  .we have had a debacle in Ohio. The humane 
movement, stripped down for battle, has again proven mostly soft 
underbelly. The seeds of ruin were planted early on when the 
amendment was first written • . .  ambiguously • .. • Prospects of passing 
national legislation, which were looking up with the appearance 
of the leg snares, are now gloomy. The Ohio referendum was a' 
damaging blow. One more such disaster , and one is on the way (,i_n 
· a.nothelc. .o:tate.) if not forestalled, would finish us off for vears 
and years . . • .  I agree with you, Doc ,  about the effort in Con;ress 
having been premature . .. .  If field tests show that ( leg .6 naJte.6 ) 
can be us�d effectively, our task will be enormously simplified, 
for we (will) have what we have always lacked, a feasible re­
placement for steel- jaw leghold traps."--Tom Garrett, Legislative 
Coordinator ,  Defenders of Wildlife, Washington, D. c. 
R E P LY : 
Ou.Jt :two oftga.n,,[za.tion.o -6 e,em :to ha.ve. be.en ,i,n ge.neAal a.gf!.e.e.me.n:t 
on 1., ome. J..mpoJz.:tan,t p1to blem6 o f;  mu:tual c.onc.eJLn. Th0.o e. who do .the. 
mo-0t public b1tea.ot- be.a.ting a.bout wilclU[;e. J.i e.em :to be. among :the 
le.Mt e.6 6ec.Uve. 
THE  B I GGEST  PROBLEM 
" I  think that the biggest problem in animal welfare work is 
the humane societies who lead people to believe that they are 
taking care of all the animals ' problems. If they were, I could 
relax and enjoy life. And so could you."--Mrs. Dorothy Checchi 
O ' Bri�n , Plymouth, Massachusetts. 
BR I E F BUT SWE ET 
" Re your ' Christmas message' : For years I have felt this way 
but never quite . knew how to express it. You have, perfectly ! 
How sad it is to see people .so worried as to ' what to give ' for a 
gift , when it is right inside most of us--kindness ! "--
Miss Roberta L. Scharath, Wollaston, Massachusetts. 
" I  attended the Euthanasia Symposium sponsored by the Iowa 
Federation of Humane Societies September 24, at which your repre­
sentative Steve Goodman was present. His fine presentation was 
responsible, along with information provided by other speakers, 
· for our local shelter ' s  immediately halting its use of Succostrin 
for euthanasia. We hope to engage local veterinarians in coming 
to the shelter to euthanize with sodi1.1.t"ll pentobarbital. I'm im­
pressed that your organization was willing to participate in a 
symposium so far from its home · base."--Mrs. Beth McKinney, Clin-­
ton, Iowa. 
" I  would like to thank you so very much for being our main 
speaker at our public hearing on the 6th. Without you I ' m afraid 
it might have gone badly for our cause. You were super ! I was 
so glad that I finally got to meet you. I had heard so many good 
things about you and your organization .. . .  Thank you again for be­
ing so kind in coming to our rescue when we really needed some­
one .. . .  Sincerely, we love you and thank you again . "--Mrs . Carol 
K. Mccurdy, Irmo, South Carolina. 
I I  need Humane Information Services--its range is incredible, 
brilliant, in-depth, practical, and the authors THINK. I am hon­
ored and · privileged to know you personally. " --Mrs. Jasper F. · 
Hagan , Louisville, Kentucky. 
" I .have read your Repaid :to Hu.ma.n.Lta.tuan.6 for years and find 
it the most helpful publication in its field. I have many copies 
on file. "--Mrs. Paul A. Lutz, Secretary, The Seneca County Humane 
Society, Tiffin , Ohio. · 
"You are doing a tremendous job. How we need a publication 
like yours ! The humane movement is indeed indebted to you , and 
all humane workers should study your pub],ication thoroughly."-­
Mrs. Peggy Menning Porteau, Lomas Altas, Mexico . 
M E M O R I A L  CON T R I BU T I O N S  
have been rece ived f ron;, . 
(Anonymously) "in memo1ty o n  Lollie HoU6 e  Abbott, a. woman who 
ha.d .the. c.ou.Jta.ge. :to .o pe.a,k, up f.,otc. a.rwnal.6 in 1.,-ltua;tlon.o that WeJLe 
unple.a1.i an;t, :to -0a.y :the. le.a.o:t. Any:tlu.ng and e.veAytfu.ng :tha,t 1 
am doing :today, 1 do be.cau6 e. .o he. had :the c.oneeAn and :the c.oUJt­
a.g e e�vr... " 
Mrs . Eleanor Anderson, Bradford, Pennsylvania, 11 in memoftlj o 6 
Floyd AndeJUi on, my hu6 ba.nd, who cf.,[e_d NovembeJL 1 8 , 1 9 7 2 . He 
lo V ed an1Jna£/.i . 1 1  
. . , 
Mrs. H. R. Ghilbert, San Diego, California, "in memoJt!f 0 6  
ouJt lovtly Su.z-l, a. Ge.tc.ma.n .o he.phe.Jtd, who <ile.d on  Apw. 29 ,  1 9 77 , 
at :ten ye.Mo , :th!te.e. mon.tlv., and 2 0 da.y.o . She le.6:t a. he.M:tb1tok.e.n 
bl!.o-theJL a.nd :two humaw., . " 
Harold G '. Gustafsc,n ,, Providence, Rhode Island, ".ln memoltlj 0 6  
Co1tk.y, a. c.at who a.dde.d a LU:tle. -0 ome:thlng :to m y  U6e. t51tom 1 9 5 9  
:t.o Se.ptembeJL, 1 9 7 7 ,  when -6 he .ou.c.cwnb ed :to old age.. " 
Mrs. Irene E. Harvey, Seminole , Florida, "and fiJtom Ou./t be.au.­
tif.,ul b-lg lu..t:ty c.at T.lgeJL a.o a memolU..al .to my hu6 ba.n.d,  Le.onMd 
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